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ABSTRACT
The world is changing and so
are businesses: innovation and
adaptation are vital to keeping
companies growing and
guaranteeing their sustainability.
Throughout history, business
models and management
systems have evolved. Change
has often been linked or
triggered by economic, social
and environmental factors.
Today, businesses and nonprofit organizations have to
consider a triple bottom line
approach. Customers, employees,
and often regulators demand it.
A triple bottom line approach
means embracing the value of
making a profit, contributing to
social matters and protecting the
environment. This is often
summarized as sustainability.

Sustainability management has
exponentially grown not only
impacting big corporations but
as well smaller organizations.
Consumers, Governments, and
Investors are more and more
concerned about the full impact
of products and services we
collectively design.
Implementing CSR (Corporate
Social Responsibility) practices
has proven to present many
advantages to all types of
business and specifically SMEs
(Small and Medium size
Enterprises). Key practices can
now be performed very easily
thanks to technologies. Keep
reading to discover all the
benefits and how to effectively
embrace sustainability within
your organization.
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LET'S CONTINUE TO PAVE THE WAY FOR THE FUTURE
GENERATIONS.

INTRODUCTION
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) or
Sustainability are both terms used to refer to a
business management system that addresses
the environmental, societal and economic
opportunities of a given enterprise. A sustainable
enterprise will not only promote value creation
and profit making but also minimize the
negative impact of its activity on the
environment.
Great businesses implement a Triple Bottom
Line. They make a profit, contribute to the
community and are neutral to the environment.
In the past, sustainability practices would have
been seen to be in conflict with profit. Not
anymore, customers – employees – shareholders
and many other forces are now seeing that those
3 dimensions are intimately linked.
Figure 1: Triple Bottom Line. Source: UNGC.

Why such a quick transitions? Well, many
market forces have entered the scene:
Governments are implementing laws and
regulations that protect the environment,
establishing labour practices, community
protection and overall pollution management.
Communities are more and more aware of how
businesses operate and most importantly what
they are doing wrong. Technology has enabled
communities to express themselves on social
media for instance and can seriously harm the
reputation of companies that are not operating
with good care.
Suppliers are subject to supplier control
mechanisms. This has grown due to higher
community and customer perception of
operating practices. Thus implementing ethic
supply chains has proven to be very beneficial in
recent years.
¨ 75% of customers say they will boycott a brand
in case of an unsustainable incident with its
suppliers is discovered¨ according to Attribution
Theory Research.
Customers are well informed, not only they
have access to much more information than
before but they have a clear standpoint into what
types of businesses they spend their money with.
Sustainability is a major topic for millennials.
Nielson Global Corporate Sustainability Report
indicated that, globally, ¨66% of consumers are
willing to spend more on a product if it comes
from a sustainable brand¨.

Recently CSR and Sustainability have been a
focus for big corporations, mainly those that play
a big role in the stock market. These
corporations have felt the need to embed
sustainable management systems because of
investor pressure, compliance and awareness of
the overall benefits. The evolution of CSR
practices has shifted over the years from a
compliance standpoint, passing from a risk
based management towards a socially
acceptable business-operating model.
Simply said, over the past few years, CSR
practices have transitioned from a ¨nice to have¨,
and in many cases ¨green marketing tool¨, to a
must have.

¨73% of surveyed millennials indicating a similar
preference. Additionally, 81% of millennials even
expect their favorite companies to make public
declarations of their corporate citizenship. ¨
Employees are mostly interested in companies
that follow CSR practices and would rather get
paid less if they felt their work has purpose and
positive impact on a world challenge.
According to the Bureau of Labour Statistics,
¨88% of millennials state their job is more
fulfilling when it has a positive impact on social
and environmental challenges¨. For employers,
attracting and retaining the best talents is a
major challenge.

7 BENEFITS OF
IMPLEMENTING CSR
Now, what does CSR mean to smaller organizations?
While from a scale point of view, SMEs often have
less impact on environmental matters, SMEs have
the same opportunities and challenges, if not more
than larger organizations. Implementing CSR
practices not only delivers a strong competitive
advantage but also makes the business sustainable.

1. IMPROVED
REPUTATION

The world and your clients are
very conscious of sustainability
matters. Implementing a
sustainability management
system is not only seen as a best
practice but as a must have for
others to do business with you.
Customers, partners and all
parties around an organization
will consider sustainability
results as a strong factor in
deciding to be involved with
another organization.
Implementing CSR practices
will protect your reputation and
increase your sales.

2. EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT
Having a engaged workforce is
one of the biggest assets a
company will own.
Sustainability practices promote
employee engagement, talent
attraction and retention.
Through training, culture and
investing in employee CSR
awareness companies can
effectively increase engagement
levels.

3. INNOVATION,
COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE AND
POSITIONING

Implementing CSR is a trigger
for change. And with change
comes innovation. Recent
studies have proven that the
innovation capability of a firm is
more and more important for its
viability. Adapting products,
services or operating models is a
great motivation for innovation
and CSR-led firms are often
leaders in innovations. Lastly,
CSR practices force long-term
thinking, which typically
enhance the strategic thinking
of the organization.

4. BETTER FINANCIAL
RESULTS
While counter-intuitive,
approaching a business with a
triple bottom line in mind has
shown better financial results.
Customer loyalty, employee
engagement, innovations,
access to capital... all lead to
better performance. While CSR
could be seen at a cost at first, it
is really an investment that pays
really big dividends.

5. OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY AND COST
SAVINGS
Investing in sustainability
practices pays off, not only
because processes are made
more efficient and effective but
as well because costs may be
saved. Expenses may be
reduced by firstly eliminating all
that was not really necessary
and secondly by investing in
more efficient production and
service oriented processes and
infrastructure.

6 BETTER RISK
MANAGEMENT AND
FLEXIBILITY TO
ADDRESS CHANGE
Implementing CSR will imply
you are addressing the need
and expectations of your various
stakeholders. That includes
possible regulations or carbon
tax-like constraints. By
anticipating risks or required
governance frameworks, SMEs
can be prepared for change.

7. BECAUSE IT IS RIGHT
Yes, because it is right. Most
business owners, managers and
decision makers understand
that enterprises have a strong
influence on their community
and environment. That’s why we
see corporate philanthropy, selfimposed paper recycling and
many other great things coming
out of great companies. So
what’s the benefit? Knowing
that you have done the right
thing.

ADVANTAGES AN
SME PRESENTS
WHEN
IMPLEMENTING
CSR
Sustainability management has demonstrated to pay
off on the short and long term and this is why not only
big corporations are taking the lead in implementing
truly sustainable management systems and
operations.
The number of start-ups and SMEs has grown
substantially in the last few years. Options provided
by advancement in technology make it much easier
to create businesses and products. Survival, growth
and sustainability become key phases of any SME
lifecycle.
Simply surviving is not the goal but thriving into a
long-term business that provides effective solutions
to social, environmental or economical problems is.
With the constant growth of millennials coming to
the market, businesses have to rapidly adapt before
being written-off by customers or employees.
Smaller organizations, regardless of the industry
they play in and the type of services and products
they offer, have great advantages in implementing
CSR practices.

1. Size & Culture:
Size matters when having to implement changes.
SME can take advantage of their inherent agility to
adapt faster. When deciding to go for a
sustainability management system, smaller
organization can turn around new processes and
rules swiftly.
Changing a culture is always a challenge but
through simple policies and practices, the notion of
a triple bottom line can quickly be added to the
corporate mandate.

2. Flexibility in choosing key topics:
Unlike larger organizations who likely will be
facing regulatory constraints in implementing
CSR practices, smaller ones can focus on topics
that matter to them. For example a law firm
may want to track paper consumption, a florist
may want to focus on water management, a
consulting firm could see value in getting to a
neutral carbon footprint.
All of them could then increase their CSR
practices by adding new topics such as
philanthropy as they get to a new stage of
growth or capability.
3. Innovation management:
When operations and teams are small it´s
easier to incorporate innovation and see results
fast, and see a snowballing effect. Hence, SMEs
have a better chance at seeing any CSR related
change paying for itself in no time as they do
not carry the momentum larger organizations
have.
Also, SMEs can more easily convey their
innovation or leverage their triple bottom line
effort as brand differentiation.

SME BURDENS WHEN
IMPLEMENTING CSR
Besides all the benefits that embedding a sustainability
management systems into any type of organization presents,
starting off is not always easy. Most importantly this may present a
burden for some SMEs for several reasons:

1. LACK OF EXPERTISE &
KNOWLEDGE
Sustainability management is a very unique topic,
where specific knowledge and expertise are
required. There are series of CSR courses and expert
consultants in the marketplace but chances are that
SMEs will not have an employee with the
knowledge already in house.

2. LACK OF RESOURCES & TIME
When SMEs look into the possibility of
implementing CSR, they may conclude it requires
too much effort. Either they have to hire a specialist,
or will have to give the task to an existing employee
or team, which will take way from other duties.

3. LACK OF LEADERSHIP
While sustainability is the next step to take, it maybe
that there is no real leadership and force pushing it
forwards in management meetings. Leaders may
not have the time to dedicate to such an effort.

CSR SOLUTIONS
FOR SME s
Fortunately sustainability practices
have been studied and applied for
several years within all types of
organizations. Through trial and
error, several methods have been
proven to perform better than
others.
Taking into consideration the
leading practices studied by
recognized organizations, software
application have effectively been
introduced to make it easier to track
one’s CSR performance.
Sustainability oriented applications
offer built-in calculators, templates,
reporting and sharing options. They
make it easier to implement.
The 5 key characteristics of a
sustainability solution for SME to
look for are:
1. User Friendliness
Easy-to-use tools that helps the user
with limited knowledge and
actionable items to implement.
Provided not everyone is an expert
on sustainability, user-friendly tools
help to educate and guide the users
into actionable tasks.

2. Automated reporting
Generating automatic reports from
the data the user has inserted over
time is a powerful way of providing
the grounds towards analysis and
improvement. It also enforces
stakeholder engagement
mechanisms by providing material
to present to the interested parties,
including clients and associates.
3. Green Solution
Solution providers must ensure that
the provided solutions do not impact
their users sustainability practices
because they could add to carbon
footprint, paper creation or any other
negative considerations.
4. Predictable and affordable Cost
Software implementation should
have a predictable cost to any
organization. Solutions that scale
with the size of the organization
acquiring it and that remains a nonissue price-wise should be favoured.
5. Unified solution
All your information should be
placed under a single online account
where all the users you want to grant
access to will obtain their login.
Making it very simple for different
teams and locations to access, share
a 360 degree view of the company
CSR practices.

CONCLUSION
Sustainability trends have arisen from resource scarcity, greater awareness of
environmental issues and a greater interest amongst the community on the
impact of businesses on society and lifestyles. Sustainability management triggers
the need to act on implementing CSR practices and benefit from a triple bottom
line long-term success.
CSR enables a better understanding of the needs and requirements of a firm as it
relates to innovation, research and development, customer perception, talent
marketing, as well as enhancing and promoting transparency and accountability.
The ultimate goal is to achieve sustainability, which can be translated as the
ability of the company to stay in business through time, providing a positive
impact for its clients, for its partners, for its suppliers and ultimately to the world.
By embracing the use of sustainability management software SMEs have the
opportunity to eliminate the burdens of possible lack of expertise, lack of
resources and lack of leadership. and successfully implement sustainability into
their organization. Compete while doing the right things.

CONTACT US TO GET MORE INFORMATION ON CSR SOFTWARE FOR BETTER
PERFORMANCE
info@carbonandmore.com
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